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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this guide is to provide architects 
and enginecm with procedures and standards for 
(1) evaluating the fallout shelter potential of 
existing structures, and (2) modifying structures 
from the standpoint of radiation shielding and 
habitability to improve their worth as fallout 
shelters. These same pmcedures and standards 
may be used for preliminnry design to incorporate 
shdter into new structures. 

The standards suggested in this guide are not 
meant to obviate tho sound professional judgment 
that individual crises will require. However, it is 
important when considering fallout shelter staod- 
ards to keep in mind that SW&& is the paramount 
issue and thnt comfort is secondary. Therefore, 
engineering practices that have been proved 
sound for peucctime purposes msy be somewhtlt 
unrenlistic if followed to the letter in designing 
fallout protection. For example, local buihiii 
codes and zoning regulations may require OVW- 

design of shelters as for as survival requirements 
arc concerned. In such csses, exceptions to the 
local regulatious should be sought. 

Emphasis in this guide is on procedures for 
collecting, nnulyzing, and summnrizing informa- 
tion on potential shelter Brew. A suggested Data 
Collection Form and s Data Summury Form we 
shown in supplement A. Detailed analysis pm- 
cedural forms, iutendcd primnrily for informa- 

tionnl and instructionul purposes, also are show1 
in supplement A. Condensed anrdysis forms two 
in supplement E. 

Expianstion of the various symbols used is given 
in the shielding mudysis outlines, parts 2,3, and 4. 
supplement A. 

Six chnrts in supplement B sre used in mnhiug 
shielding calculations. 

The met,hods of evaluating red&ion protection 
used in this guide were developed fmm mdiutiou 
penetration studies sponsored by the Office of 
Civil and Defense .\fobilisation und the Depsrt- 
ment of Defense since 1956 st the Natiooul 
Bureau of Stnndnrds of the Department of Com- 
merce The Atomic Energy Commission co- 
opcrsted with OCDXI in testing the theories 
developed from these studies. In addition, mem- 
hers of B subcommittee on radiation shielding of 
the Committee on Civil Defense, Xationnl 
Academy of Sciences, aided in the devclopmcnt of 
procedures described in this guide. 

Architects snd engineers, to whom this guide is 
nddrcssed, should also read the first publication in 
this OCDM series, XP-10-1, Fdout Shelter 
Surreys: Guide for Erecutiws. NP-19-l provides 
background guidnnce for the executive-in govern- 
ment, industry, or other large facility-responsible 
for planning nnd directing u. fallout shelter survry. 
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I. SHIELDING FUNDAMENTALS 

FALLOUT 

The detonation of a nuclear weapon near the 
ground causes large quantities of earth and 
debris to be forced up into the fireball and the 
resulting mushroom-shaped cloud-a cloud which 
may reach an altitude of 15 miles or more before 
leveling off. The earth and debris particles in 
the cloud vary in size from fine powder to large 
grains, and it is these particles which act as the 
sources of radiation that can damage living cells. 

Most of the particles fall back to the earth’s 
surface within 2 days-“early fallout”-but some 
remain aloft far longer-“delayed fallout.” (See 
fig. 1.) In a nuclear attack the immediate and 
most serious danger would be from early fallout. 
Therefore, the term fallout ss used in this manual 
refers to early fallout only. 

Significant amounts of fallout do not orrire 
outside the blast area earlier than about one-half 
hour after an e.xplosion. From then on, it begins 
to cover an increasingly large area and may 
eventually blanket thousands of square miles. 
At any given locntion, howrcr, the elapsed 

F,CGRE I.-Formntmn of f.illuut. 

time between the arrival of fallout aud the 
cessation of deposition may be a matter of hours. 

The distribution of fallout over large regions, 
and possible coverage of much of the Nation, is 
discussed in the first publication of this OCDM 
series, NP-10-1, FallmA Shelter Surreys: Guide 
jiw .&m&es. 

In this guide, attention is given to the dis- 
tribution of fallout particles around and on 
specific types of structures. It is probable that 
flat. builtup roofs with parapet walls would 
collect and retain more fallout than other roof 
types; and that smooth, sloping roofs without 
dormers or monitors would collect and retain 
the least. Howerer, in the case of sloping roofs, 
fnllout may collect in the eavestroughs and re- 
main for some time. Effects of wind, rain, and 
snow on fallout deposition on various roof types 
m-e only qualitatively known. Therefore, except 
for special conditions indicnted in part II of 
this guide, “Shielding Calculations,” fallout will be 
assumed to cover roof surfaces uniformly- 
aceordiig to their horizontal projections (fig. 3). 
Further, it will be assumed that no signilicant 
amounts of fallout enter the structure itself. 

Fallout deposition in the area around a struc- 
ture may be of equal or greater importance than 
that on the structure itself. Among the factors 
affecting local distribution of fallout around a 
structure are the type, and relative location and 
height, of nearby buildings; position of the 
structure relative to geographic features, such ss 
hills. depressions, and bodies of n-ater; nnd the 
nature of surrounding surfaces and emunds. 
such as paved or unpaved. wooded or cleared. 
The effects of the more important factors will be 
discussed in part II of this guide. In general, it 
will be assumed that fallout corers the area sur- 
rounding the structure uniformly. 

Once fallout is on the ground it may be furbher 
redistributed by the action of nind, rain, and 
suow. This is termed “wenthering.” The effects 

of weathering are so variable and complex they 
~-ill not be considered in this guide. 

1 



Frnom 2.-Fallout on roofs. 

Early fallout particles are generally assumed 
to bo mostly within a range of 50 to 500 microns 
in size. 

Three different kinds of radiation are essoci- 
ated with fallout-alpha and beta particles, and 
gamma rays. Radioactive materials that give off 
alpha nnd beta particles may be dangerous if they 
are ingested through contaminated food, water, 
or air, but from the shelter standpoint they pre- 
sent no problem. Alpha particles cannot pcnc- 
trate the external layer of skin, and beta particles 
cannot penetrate heavy clothing. However, 
~wnnuz rave, like X-raya, are highly penetratiw, 
and can cause serious damage to living tissue. 
The primary aim of fallout shelter ia to provide a 
sl&ld apin& pamma mdiatim 

FALLOUT GAMMA RADIATION 

E.xposure doses of fallout gamma radiation are 
metisured in units called rocntgens (r). Indica- 
tions of the physiological effects of various acute 
exposure doses are given in figure 3. 

The radioactivity of fallout decreases with 
time-rattler rapidly at first, but more slowly as 
t imc pssps. A cow-crrhnt rule to rcme.nbcr for 
this decny process is that for every sevenfold 
incrrase in time after detonation, t.he dose rate 
decreases by a la&or of 10. For example, 3 hours 

- 

O-100 

100 -mo 

~lLls~~MI*I-mYuI.naasalcnrur 
i.-nc.mmr~lui 

RQUBE 3.-Acute die& of gamma mdfation. 

after a nuclear explosion, measurements taken iu 
an dma mhem fallout is no longer accumulat.ing 
on the gmlmd indicate a dose rate of SO rocnt- 
gens per hour _ - (r/hr). Assuming no meatheriug 
effects, the doso rate 18 hours later (21 hours 

after the explosion) would be 5 r/hr. (The quo- 
tient of the elapsed time ratio (21/3) is 7, and 
tho predicted dose rate, 5 r/hr, is 50th tba 
3-hour dose rate.) 

4 

Gamma radiation sting a barrier can be (I) 
absorbed by the barrier, (2) scattered witbin the 
barrier, or (3) passed through the bnrricr un- 
changed in direction. (See fig. 4.) What hap- 
pens in any given case is largely detenniucd by 
the thickness of the barrier and tho penetrating 
power of the radiation. See page 4 for a 
discussion of “Barrier Effects.” 

The penetrating pow- of gamma mdiation is 
related to its cnem. -4 convenient unit of mess- 
uro for tbis energy is “Mev” (million elcctrou 
volts). Generally, the higher the energy of gnuuna 
radiation striking a barrier, the thicker the bar- 
rier must be to reduce the amount of radiation 
passing through it by a given factor. For estlm- 
pie. 12 iucbes of concrete is required to reduce 
ynuna radiation of :I Mev by a factor of 100; t3 
inches if the energy is 1 Mev; and about 20 
incbcs if tho energy is 2 Mev. 

2 
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F~ooar 4.-Gemms radiation paths. 

Gamma radiation from fallout consists of many 
energy components. These may vary up to about 
3 ~Mev. All of the charts in this guide take into 
consideration the spectrum of energies associated 

* . mth fission products about 1 hour after an ae- 
sumed detonation. The net penetrating effect of 

I this spectrum of energy is roughly eqmvalent to 
that of cobalt&O, for which the average energy is 
about lji’ Jfov. 

SHIELDING TERMINOLOGY 

Protection from the effects of fallout gamma 
radiation may be achieved in two ways. One 
method is to place a barrier between the fallout 
field and the individual. This 1s termed “barrier 
shielding.” The second method is to Increase the 
distance of the individual from the fallout field 
and/or reduce the extent of the fallout field con- 
tributing to the individual’s dose. This is termed 
“geometry shielding.” 

In most analyses it is necessary to consider the 
effects of both barrier and geometry shielding. 
This is termed “combined shielding.” 

The location of the position in the structure to 

be analyzed for shelter is termed the “detector 

position” or simply the “detector.” 
The term “protection factor” expresses the rel- 

ative reduction in the amount of radiation that 

* 

would be received by a detector in a protected 

3 

location compared to the amount it would receive 
if it were unprotected. For convenience of cal- 
culation, the reciprocal of the protection factor, 
called the “reduction factor ,” is used. Reduction 
factors, expressed as decimals, can be added when 
combining the effects of fallout on the roof over 

the detector (roof contribution) and fallout on 
the ground surrounding the detector (ground con- 
tribution). For example, the roof contribution 
at a given detector position may be 0.015, and 
the ground contribution at this point 0.010. The 
sum of these, 0.025, would be the total reduction 
factor. The protection factor in this case would 
be the reciprocal of 0.025, or 40. 

Table 1 relates shelter categories to correspond- 
ing protection factors. It is intended to provide 

TABLE l.-Description of de&r atag& 
- 
sr 
:- 
I 4 __ 

I 

__ 

._ 

A._. 

B._. 

CL._ 

D__. 

FL__. 

F___. 

- 
‘T 

Protectlo 
factor 1 

1,ooo or 
gIe.¶ter. 

250 to 
1,olw. 

50 to 2.50. 

10 to SO_. 

2 to lo__- 

2 o* leps__ 

OCDM underground shelters. 
Subbasements of multistory build- 

U%&md iostallstions (nunen, 
tunnels, etc.). 

OCDM basement fallout shelters 
(heavy masoory residences). 

Bmementa (without exposed walls) 
of multistory buildings. 

Central Bra8 of upper Boors (ex- 
cluding top 3 floors) of high-rise 
buildings 1 with heavy floora and 
exterior walls. 

OCDM basement failout shelters 
(frame and brick veneer resi- 
denceaf. 

Central areas of basements (with 
pwt~ally exposed walls) of multi- 
&.ary bidldi&. 

Central *real of urlper MOOR (ex- 
eluding tap tlwr) of multistory 
buddinga with heavy floss and 
estenor walls. 

Basements (wlthout exposed walls) 
of smaU I- or 2%tnry bulldings. 

Centrsl nreas Of upper Boors cex- 
c,u&ng tap floor) of rnultrstory 
buildmga with light Aoom and er- 

Basements (partially exposed) of 
anali I- or %stnry buddinga. 

Central suead on ground floors in 
I- or %dto~v btidinas wth hesvr 
masonry wha. - 

Aboveground are= of light msi- 
denturl structures. 

his term expresses the relative reduotion in the 
amount of mdiatlon that would be rec81ved by a person 
in a protected location, compared M the amount he would 
receive if he were unprotected. 

1 These examples refer to Lzwolsted struoturm. 
8 For the purposes of this example, “bigh-rk” buildings 

are those greareer than about 10 ataries: multistory build- 
ings ~.rn thw from 3 up to about 10 stories. 



(1) a general idea of the relative 8~10~nt8 of pm 

tection offered by COIIL~OQ tJTp= of buildings, and 
(2) a prehmiuary estimate of potential shelter 
areas for survey programing purposes. The88 pro- 
motion fa&,rs may be C‘XWXV8tiVe in mJ easeS 

aina, they 8z.a based on isol8ti stzueturos. For 
example, in the case of a building surrounded by 
taller buildings, the protection factor might be 
meres& su&iently to raise it to a higher eata- 
erg. In my cam, on-sib3 examination ana prac- 
tical judgment must be used before a protection 
factortiassignedtomygivmstnlctura. 

BARRIER EFFECTS 

If B shield is placed between a radiation sourcs 
and 8 detector, there will be a reduction in the 
detector reading It is convenient to evahmte the 
attenuation of a given shield by its “mass thick- 
nees,” which is expressed as the weight, in pounds 
per square foot (psf), of a solid barrier. A table 
of mass thicknesses for various common building 
materials is presented as supplement C. It may 
be assumed that the weights given for the various 
types of roof, floor, and wall construction, as found 
in standard engineering tables, are equivalent to 
the mass thickness of the construction.* 

When au&sing the shielding effectiveness of a 
given barrier, it is essential to consider the relative 
positions of the barrier, the contamination, and 
the detector. For simplicity, this guide considers 
three cases, as fellows: 

1. In case 1 (fig. 5) the fallout is deposited on 
top of the barrier and the detector is located 
immediately under the barrier. This is termed 
“fallout on a barrier.” 

2. In case 2 (fig. 5) the barrier is perpendicular 
to the contaminated plane, which is located on 
ens side of the barrier only, and the detector is 
located 3 feet above the contaminated plane on 
the opposite side of the barrier. This is termed 
“fallout adjacent to a vertical barrier.” 

3. In case 3 (fig. 5) the contamination and the 
barrier lie in the same plane. However, the fall- 
out surrounds the barrier and does not lie directly 
on it. The detector is located just under the 
barrier. This is termed “fallout adjacent to 8 

horizontal barrier.” 

FAUOUl ON BARRIER 

USE 7.l 

FAUOlIf ADJACENl TO HORfZONlAL BARRlER 
USE 31 

Wouar: .%.-Barrier shielding effects. 

mass thickness for the three cases cited above. 
(See also -plea 1, 2, and 3 for chart 1, p. 32.) 

GEOMETRY EFFECTS 

The concepts involved in geometry shielding 
may be visual&d by considering a cleared circular 
area in a smooth conmminated plane, with a 
detector located over its center (fig. 6s). The dose 
rate measured at the detector will decrease as the 
sise of the cleared area increases. Likewise, as the 
detector is raised vsrtically above the center of the 
cleared area, the dose rats decreases. 

If, as in figure 6b, the contamination covers the 
circular are8 aud the rest of the area is clear, the 
dose rate would deosesse w the debctnr is raised 
or lowered vertically from the center of the 
contaminated circle. 



_- -- 

FIGURE B.-Geometry shielding effects 

_._.-_-- -.. _ _ . . ._- 

Two examples may be giveu from these general- 
izations: 

1. First, if two buildings are of the same height 
and similar construction, but of different area, the 
dose rate measured at the center of the ground 
floor would be less in the larger budding, provided 
the contamination of the roof is not considered. 
Thus, the larger the area of B structure, the lass 
the ground contribution at the center of the ground 
floor. 

2. In the second example, if two buildings are 
of equal area and similar construction, but differ 
in height, the dose rate measured at the center of 
the ground floor would be less for the higher 
b&ding provided the contamination on the ground 
is not considered. Thus, the higher the structure, 
the less the roof contribution at the center of the 
ground floor. 

The interrelationship of barrier and geometry 
shielding may be seen in the fact that in both of 
the above case8 the mass thicknesses of the walls, 
floon, etc., also &ect the dose rate at the detector. 

5 
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IL SEIIELDING 

ROOF CONTRIRUTION 

&4 stated earlier (p. I), for the purposes of 
this guide, fallout is generally assumed to cover 
roof surf&32e uniformly--eoa, rding to their hori- 
zontal projections (fig. 2). 

In s building that has relstively thin interior 
wfdl partitions (X, less than about 20 psf), only 
three factors are necessary to determine the com- 
bined shieldiug effects for the roof contribution 
(fig. 7s). First, it is necessary to know the total 
XIIIIS thichesa (X.,) of the roof and all the floors 
between the contamination and the detector: sec- 
ond, the total area of the roof (A,) over the detec- 
tor; and third, the distance from the detector to 
the roof.’ The combined shielding effect for ths 
roof contribution, expressed as a reduction factor, 
is found from chart 2.’ (See example 1 for chart 2, 
p. 34.) 

When interior wall partitions are relatively thick 
(X, greater than about 60 psf), the adud are8 
of the roof contamination contributing to the 
detector is that enclosed by the interior walls (fig. 
7b). In tinding the reduction factor from chart 2, 
the central roof area (A.) is used instead of total 
roof ares (A.). (See example 2 for chart 2, p. 34.) 

For buildings (fig. 7c) with interior wall parti- 
tions of intermediate thicknesses (5, 20 to 60 
psf), the contribution from the central roof area. 
and the contribution from the remainder of the 
roof must be added.$ This is done ss follows: 

I. Calculate the contribution from the central 
roof area. 

2. Cdculate the contribution from the total 
roof area, but uss as a mass thickness the total 
overhead msss thickness (‘XJ and that of the 
interior wall (X,). 

3. Repeat calculation 2, but use the central 
roof area (A.) instead of the total mof area (A,). 

4. By subtracting the result of calculation 3 
from that of 2, the roof contribution from outside 
the central ares is obtained. 

6 

CALCULATIONS 

Frouse 7.-R& contribution. 

5. The total roof contribution is the sum of 
itemsland4. 

Skyshim Cmdribdim 

“Skyshine’‘-an effect produced by scattering 
of radiation by the &i another factor that 
should be considered in relation to roof contribu- 
tion. The effect is roughly analogous to the “sky 
glow” caused by scattering of light over cities on 
misty nights. 

To account for skysbine, use is made of table 
CR-2 (p. 44). As will be noted, if & is very 
large, the skyshine contribution is negligible. 
(See example 4 for chart 2, p. 34.) 

Even if B roof is decontaminsted, either by 
weathering or by B weehdown system, skyshine 
might still be a factor to be considered. 

For skyshine correction to roof contribution- 
with comparisons for s contaminated end a 



decontaminated roof--see table CE-2 in supple- 

l ment B (p. 44). AlsO see examples 4 and 5 for 

chart 2 (p. 34). 

GROUND CONTRIBUTION 

(Aboveground Areas) 

Radiation from the ground surrounding a budd- 
ing must reach the detector inside by penetrating 
walls, windows, and doors. (See fig. 8.) Gener- 
ally, a distinction is made between the radiation 
passing through walls and that passing through 
apertures. The latter case is discussed under 

Apertures, page 8. 

Fvx~asx 8.-Ground contribution (aboveground x.%9. 

In a windowless structure, radiation reaches the 
detector both directly and by scattering from 
within the walls. These barrier effects are 
accounted for in the wall mass thickness (1,) 
factor in chart 3.O The geometry effects are 

related to the cleared area around the detector, 
which is given as the ordinate on this same chart. 
(See example I for chart 3, p. 36.) If the building 
has no interior partitions, the wall mass thickness 
(s,) equs3s the exterior wall mass thickness (X,) ; 
however, when interior partitions exist, the wall 
mass thickness used as the abscissa in chart 3 
should be the sum of the exterior and interior 
walls, i.e., X.=X.+X,. (See example 2 for 
chart 3, p. 36.) 

Note that for very small arew (less than 100 
sq. ft.) geometry effects are no longer Important, 
and the curve for wall barriers (case 2, chart I), 
may be used to obtam the reduction fsctordlrectly. 

GROUND CONTRIBUTION 

(Belowground Areas) 

In basement areas mth yirtuallp none of their 
walls exposed above grade (fig. 9), the only radia- 
tion reaching a detector from ground contamins- 
tion would be that scattered by the walls on the 
ground floor, or skyshine through openings in these 
walls. All of this radiation must pass through 
the floor slab located immediately above the 
basement. 

FIGUB.E O.-Ground contnbutwI (belowground areas). 

For the simplest case, with windowless walls on 
the ground floor, chart 4’ gives the reduction 
factor for radiation scattered mu) a detector at 
the center of a basement, 5 feet below the ground 
floor slab. To account for the mass thickness of 
the overhead floor slab, X& it is necessary to 
multipIy the reduction factor from chart 4 by the 
one obtained from the case 3 curve in chart 1. 
(See examples 1, 2, and 3 for chart 4, p. 38.) 

Exposed portions of basement walls are com- 
puted as aboveground aress and adjusted by 
the percentage exposed. This adjusted ground 

wntnbution is added to ground contnbution IIS 
calculated with the assumption of no exposed walls 
When making the exposed-wall calculation from 
chart 3, the mass thickness of the basement wall, 
yb, is used in lieu of 1,. (See example 4 for chart 
4, p. 38.) Partitions in the basement are added 



to the beaement wall, and this total mass thickness 
is the S, to be used in chart 3. 

To simplify belowground calculations, nse is 
made of an “adjusted” mass thickness for the wail 
on the ground floor, Xi. This is merely the 
product of the mass thickn~ of the ground floor 
wall and the percentage of wall without apertures. 
For example, if 5, equals 60 psf and windows 
cover 25 percent of the wall area, the proportion 
of wall without apertures would be 75 percent and 
X: would equal 60 psf times 0.75, or 4.5 paf. This 
laat number would be the one to use in making 
the belowground cahxdation from chart 4. (See 
axample 2 for chart 4, p. 38.) 

HEIGHT EFFECTS 

Upper floors of multistory buildings may offer 
substantial shielding and should be considered for 
shelter areaa. (See fig. 10.) An indication of the 
protection afforded by such an area can be cal- 

Fmnm lO.-Height and muti&clding .&e&s. 
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culated by applying a height correction (chart 5 *) 1 
t..o the reduction factor for ground contribution 
as calculated with the assumption that the floor c 

under consideration is a ground floor. (See 
example 1 for chart 5, p. 40.) 

Discretion must be used when selecting the 
appropriate height of the detector above the con- 
tamination, because adjacent roofs cam complicate 
matters (fig. 10b and c). The shieldiig effects of 
adjacent buildings must also be considered (fig. 
1Oc). 

MXJTUAL SHIELD& 

Adjacent buildings may effectively reduce the 
amount of radiation reaching a detector from 
ground contamination (6g. 10b and c). To ac- 
count for this, a correction factor is applied to the 
ground contribution. This factor is a function 
of the width of the contaminated strip sur- 
rounding the shelter area. The value of the 
factor may be obtained from table CF-3, page 44. 

(See example 2 for chart 6, p. 42.) 

APERTURES 

Condensed shielding calculations are made with 
a detector located at the center of a floor area. 
In these cases, aperture computations are of two % 

types: those for a detector located above sill level 
and those for a detector located below (fig. lla). 

In either case, the calculation for ground con- 
tribution is made on the assumption that the ex- 
terior wall has no mass thickness (X,=X.=0 psf); 
or when appropriate, the windows are assumed to 
be shielded by the interior partitions (X,=X) and 
the applicable aperture correction from table 
m-1, page 44, is applied to the value obtained 
from chart 3. Further adjustment is made for 
the actual percentage of openings in the wall. 
(See example 3 for chart 3, p. 36.) 

Note that table CF-I is divided into a “thick 
floor” case and a “thin floor” case. With thick 
ttoors, it is assumed that no radiation from below 
reaches the detector. With thin floors, some of 
the radiation passing through the windows of the 
story below may reach the detector, because thin 
floors provide virtually no shielding (fig. 8). 

For practical purposes, a floor of muse thickness 
_tweater than 40 psf may be assumed to be “thick”, 
and lees than that, “thin”. Normally, this means 
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FIGURE Il.-Aperture contribution. 

that concrete Boor slabs are considered to be thick 
Boors and wooden Boors ore considered to be thin. 

An illustration of an aperture calculation is given 
in example 2 for chart 5, p. 40. 

Many large buildings, which are otherwise 
rather massive, have windows extending entirely 
scroea one wall (fig. lib). To determine the re- 
duction factor st a given distance from an sper- 
ture that extends virtually to the ground, use chart 
6.O It is necessary to know only the length of the 
aperture and the distance from it. (See examples 
1 and 2 for chart 6, p. 42.) Chart G should be 
used only when considering areas on the ground 
Boor. 

To calculate the ground contnbution through 
apertures in B basement wall, it is necessary either 
to sasume that (1) the exposure is large enough 
to warrant a separate “aboveground” calculation 
or (2) the exposure is small enough to follow the 
“belowground” analysis. In general, 8 basement 
wall exposure of up to about 3 feet can be reason- 
ably cslculeted using the belowground analysis. 

PERIMETER RATIO 

Reduction factors for ground contribution may 
be calculated on a wall-by-wall basis, providing 
adjustments are made for the relative length of 
the sides. In general, the ground contribution is 
calculated as if all the walls of a building are of 
the same construction as the wall under consider- 
ation. The final reduction factor from this 
computation LS multiplied by the perimeter ratio 
of this wall. The perimeter ratio for a given wall 
is the quotient of its length and the total perim- 
eter of the building. (See fig. 12.) 

i , 
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woosl 12.-Perimeter effecta. 

To find the total reduction factor for ground 
contribution, it is necessary to add the contribu- 
tion from each wall. The wall-by-wall shielding 
analysis forms on pages 51 and 52 provide space 
for calculations for 8 building in which each of 
four walls have different shielding characteristics. 
(Note: The sum of all the perimeter ratios ~4 1.0.) 

Care must be taken in applying the perimeter 
ratto technique to irregularly shaped buildings. 
Small irregularities generally can be overlooked, 
but simple adjustments are sometimes necessary, 
89 in figure 128. 

Major irregularities, IW exemplified by buildings 
of T, IJ, L, or H design, require handling of each 
wing as B separate building. 

9 
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EL SPACE AND VENTILATION 

GENERAL 

Although a potential shelter area may provide 
emdent shielding from fallout radiation, its worth 
as s shelter is limited if it is poorly ventilated, 
deficient iu sanitary facilities, or too small for the 
number of occupants. Sanitation is discussed in 
connection with water supplies, in part IV of this 
guide. 

bother limiting factor on capacity of a shelter 
area is the anticipated length of stay. 

Because fallout decays rapidly during the first 
few davs after the explosion @. 2), this would be 
the c&xl period of shelter occupancy. In view 
of this, there sre many structures that lend them- 
selves to a “core” ccncept (fig. 12). The %ore” 
shelter is a relatively small area with a high pro- 
tection factor, surrounded by or adjacent to a 
larger area that has a lower protection factor. 
During the critical period of stay-tie, occupants 
would remain in the “core” shelter, with minimum, 
or “survivsl”, space and ventilation. Later, the 
larger shelter area, with better living conditicns, 
could be used 

FIQUEE 13.--“Core” conapt. 

ARRA Ah% VOLUME 
REQUIREMENTS 

The term “capacity”, as used in shelter surveys, 
refers to the number of persons that can be ac- 
commodated in a shelter. 

kmumiing dunl-purpose usage, capacity may be 
e&mated by allowing approximately 15 sq. ft. of 
gross floor area per shelter occupant. Gross floor 
area includes such items as columns, llxed equip- 
ment, and storage space for shelter supplies. The 
minimum net Boor area allowance per person is 10 
sq. ft. except when using the core shelter principle. 
In that case, the net area map be reduced to 8 sq. 
ft. per person for shortterm occupancy. 

Optimum use of shelter requires detailed plan- 
ning. Table 2 is designed to aid in this planning. 

TABLE 2.-h&TS for shelter capacity $onnin$l 

In general, it may be assumed that at any given 
time one-half of the ocrupants are in bunks and 
the other half are sitting, standing, or walking. 
When evaluating or designing shelters based on 
the “core” concept, it may be desirable to consider 
all occupants ss sitting, and therefore allocate 
8 sq. ft. per person. 

Shelter capacity or occupancy time may be 
limited by the volume of the room and not by 
its area. This is particularfy tzue if mechanical 
ventilation is inadequate. For rough estimating, 
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each shelter occupant should be allowed at least 
500 cu. ft., where no mechanical ventilation is 
available. This would permit shelter occupancy 
for about a day before conditions become intoler- 
able. In many casea, however, interior stair- 
wells, shafts, and ducts would create enough 
natural ventilation to extend stay-time markedly. 

VENTILATION REQUIRE&ImTS 

The basic requirement for a shelter ventilation 
system is that it provide a safe and tolerable 
environment for a specified shelter occupancy 
time. In areas of very light fallout, occupancy 
time may be as little as one day. In areas of 
heavy fallout, it may be as much as 2 weeks or 
more, but occupants probably could spend some 
time outside the shelter after the first few days. 

The following are important considerations in 
the ventilat,ion of shelters: 

1. Oxygen supply is generally not a critical 
factor. Carbon dioxide is. The rarbon dio.xide 
concentration should not exceed 3 percent by 
volume, and preferably should be maintained 
below 2 percent by volume. Three cfm per 
person of fresh air will maintain acceptable 
concentrations of both oxygen and carbon dio.xide. 

2. A combination of high temperature and high 
humidity in a shelter may be hazardous. An 
effective temperature of 85’ F. should not be 
exceeded. 

3. If recommended sanitation and ventilation 
standards are followed, odors within a shelter 
should not be unacceptable under the short-term 
emergency situation. 

Based upon the above factors, the following 
minimum standards for ventilation may be used 
as guidance in maklng shelter surveys and for 
preliminary design purposes: 

1. If no mechanical ventilation is available, a 
net volume of 500 cu. ft. per person may be used 
for estimating shelter capacity. 

2. If mechanical ventilation is used, at least 
3 cfm of fresh air per person should be provided 
to permit full shelter occupancy. If there is no 
provision for cooling the air, provision should be 
made for increasing the fresh air supply during 
hot or humid weather. 

3. If equipment is available for mechanical 
ventilation at rates of less than 3 cfm of fresh air 
per person, with occupancy estimated on the basis 
of floor area, t,he net volume of space required per 

(b 
person may be determined from table 3. 

11 

4. The installation of equipment for the art&&l 
cooling of air for shelter purposes only should be 
avoided if possible. 

5. A heating system generally is not essential. 
Use of blankets, heavy clorhing, etc., for warmth 
usually will suffice when outside nir temperntures 
are low. 

cu. it 
5th 
450 
4oG 

% 
is0 
loo 

65 

Given: 
A potential shelter nren with cienr floor dimellslons of 
60 by 90 ft., nnd n ceiling height of 10 ft. 

Find: 
1. The capacity: based upon adequate rentiintion (3 

cfm or more of fresh air per person), at least 15 sq. ft. 
of floor ares DW person. 2nd at lesst 65 cu. ft. of SPRCB . . 
per person. 

2. The cnpacity: based upon no ventdntlon CL: cfm or 
less of fresh nk per pa-son) 2nd SO0 cu. ft. of spaace 

per person. 
3. Tbe capsat) : bnxd upon ventilation vitb 270 elm 

of fresh air supplied by 3 blower. 

Solution: 
1. Floor nrea=60X90=5,4UO sq. ft. 

I-ol”me=5.4OvX 1u=54,Oco cu. ft. 

Cap;rcrty=5~=::G0 persons 
- 

01 

C~pncity=r~=~persons 

(The smaller capwit)-, 300 persons, govcms.) 
?. Volume=54,cQo cu. ft. 

3. Volome, Y=54,lmo cu. ft. 
Fresh air, &=270 cfm 

Ratio, :=2Oij min. for air change 

From table 3, when $200, tlk? rewired space Per 

peraon=300 cu. ft. 
54.000 

Capnoity=~=~peROaS 

Y 



FILTER REQUIREMEiVTS micron sizes of particles are not rcquirod for falloul 

Weatherproof air intakes should be provided 
shelter. 

If filters or plenum chambers where radioactive 
c 

for t,he ventilation systems of all sheltem to keep 
out rain and fallout particles. For home shelten 

particles can accumulate are in or adjacent to a 

with hand-operated blowers, a simple. hooded in- shelter area, they should be shielded. The fol- 

tnke is considered sticient. For larger shclte~ lowing is a guide for sizing the filter shields, which 

howercr, fresh-air intake velocities of mechanical may be walls, or floors above or below the filter: 

ventilation systems may be high enough to dram IRue ,r(n, .va# IMckW /r.f,, 
fallout particles into the shelters. Therefore, good 100 40- 60 

quality commercial air filtcm should be instded. 1,000 SO-120 

IIigh-efficiency filters that would remove sub- 10,000 160-240 
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Iv. wfximc surrhx -- ’ mm_ “r-n- ‘I AND SANITATION 

GENERAL 

As in the c8se of space and ventilation, shelter 
occupancy time is an important factor in water 
supply and sanitary requirements. Ho~ercr, 8 
distinction should be made between occupency 
time within the designated shelter area and within 
the building itself. (See discussion of the “core” 
concept on page 10.) 

instion. USC of xater from these sources may be 
dangerous for drinking, but not dangerous for such 
uses 8s washing or flushing. 

This means that water sources and sanitary fa- 
c&ties srailable to the entire building-both in- 
side nnd outside the main shdter areashould be 
considered in evaluating 8 structure for shelter. 

To determine the overall water supply urnilable 
to 8 shelter area. both outside sources and those 
vithin the building should be considered. A most 
desirable type of outside source w-outd be 8 Iargo 
covered tyater tower or reservoir which is con- 
nected to t,he building by 8 gmvitg piping system. 
To determine actually how much water would be 
available to 8 given shelter nrea, 8 general analysis 
must be made of all potential usen that would be 
dependent upon this outside source during an 
emergency. 

WATER SUPPLY REQUIREMEXTS 

-4 supply of potable water is essential. At least 

2 one&elf gallon per day must be readily available 

;* 
to each occupant. In addition, it is hiihly d&r- 
able to hare nnother one-half gallon of water per 
day per person for hygienic purposes. 

Of the available water supply, at least 1 gallou 

per person should be stored inside the shelter (o.g., 

100 gallons for 8 IOO-person shelter). A storage 
tank connected to an existing waterline in regular 

use xould insure that the stored water would be 
fresh when needed. 

In larger buildings, \mter in hot water tanks. 
fie reserve tanks, house storage tanks, or in the 
piping systems, may be 8 good resource. How- 
ever, watrr from each swrce should be checked to 
see if it is potable. In residences, hot water tanks 
are escellent sources of potable water; and if 
ample warning is received, bathtubs and sinks 
could be filled before the arrival of fallout. 

SANITARY REQUIREMEUTS 

A reliable veil in or adjacent to the shelter area 
ia the best source of supply. However, if it can be 
assumed that the normal public water supply vill 
be arailable under war-emergency conditions, con- 
sideration may be given to its use. Before relying 
on thii source for drinking water, it should be 
ascertained that the water would be uncontami- 
nated and that the treatment and pumping plant 
would be in operation. This requires fallout shel- 
ter for the operators and an auxiliiary powx source 
if there is likelihood that normal powr Ix-ould be 
disrupted. If the public water supply is from 
wells, there would be less danger of contaminstion 
by radioactive particles. 

Because of the confined and crowded king con- 
ditions that sheltering might require, sanitation 
could be 8 major problem. 

Personal cleanliness vould have to be encour- 
aged. Jfctal or plastic hsnd basms. tith buckets 
for water distribution, would be adequate. 

In family shelters, humnn \r-aste may be dis- 
posed of through use of newspapers. plastic bags, 
or other disposable containers. These aould then 
be deposited in tightly corered containers. A 
suitable type of chemical toilet map also be used. 

In the larger goup shelters. regular or austere 
flush-type toilets, or chemical toilets, should be 
available on the basis of 1 per 70 occupants. 
Half of these msy be outside the shelter are8 if 
readily available in other parts of the building. 

Colloidal and soluble radiosctire isotopes could 
be hazardous if sufficient quantities of fallout 
contaminste 8 u-.8&r source. Exposed surface 
sources such as reservoirs of public water systems 

a 
are the most rulnerable to this type of contnm- 

.4 suggestion for austere demountnble maws1 
flush-type toilet facilities is the use of long, w8& 
hung galvanized sheet metal urinals, and long, 
&l-hung and leg-eupport.ed galranked sheet 
metal toilets with smooth board edge sea@. The 
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uriurls and toilets should be proridcd with outlets 
designed for quick coupling to Y’s und t,rnps in the 
soil stacks. Water supply should be available at 
tbo 5ushiog end of the uriuals and toilets. Tapped 
~~11 inserts and bolts should be provided for quick 
fastening of the urinals and toilets. fitores of 
this typo would be stored in a manner similer to 
tbrtt for bunks and bedding, for installation imme- 
diately upon occupation of the area for shelter 
pt*rpOSt?S. 

In-sbeltcr storage of mastcs would talCa up 
volunble space. Tbcrcfore, for Iotlg stay-t,imes, 
instalistiou of sewage pumps or ejectors should be 
considered-for use with either chemical or fiush- 
type toilets. 

Trash and garbage should not be allowed to 
accumulste. Wbiie inside the shelter, it should be 
kept in tightIy covered containers; and it should 
be deposited outside the shelter urea as often as 
necessary. 

c 



V. POWER SUPPLY AND OTHER FACTORS 

ELECTRIC POGER 
REQUIREMEiiTS 

In all but family and small group shelters, clec- 
tric power nil1 be needed to operato motors and to 
provide light. The greatest load probably would 
be for the ventilation system. If a special emer- 
gency rentifation system is installed, fan motor 
power requirements may be kept to a miniium. 
In many cases, it may be more de&able to modify 
an e.xisting rentilation system. In this case, the 
minimum power requirement must be determined 
by the size of the existing fan motors. This may 

be far more than the basic emergency s_ystrm 
requirements. 

limited to the lighting and \-entilation loads, or to 
the ligbting load alone, if such a calculated risk 1s 
acceptable. 

EPiTRAiiCES AND EXITS 

Entrances, exits. and other openings can 
markedly affect shelter category and capacity- 
for example, large garage-type doors in the base- 
ment Falls of many commercial buildings. Doors 
of this tppe, used for belowground shipping service 
and parking areas, have low mass thicknesses and 
are in exposed positions. This can result in a Ioa 
protection factor for basement areas mhcre the 
factor might otherwise be high. 

Other electrical motors that may be required 
for larger group &&en include those for a water 
well pump and a sewage ejector pump. 

Lighting is not * critical factor in electrical 
power requirements. .A minimum illumination 
lerel of only 5 foot-candles should be suflicient for 
most of the shelter orea. Higher lerels may be 

needed in “activity” areas, but power required for 

light should still constitute only a small part of 
the total electric load. 

Baffle walls can be used to shield entryways 
and other openmgs (fig. 14). In any given 
instance the baffle wsll should be of a mass thick- 
ness that will provide the category of protection 
desired for the shelter. In most cases this mass 
thickness should be equir-alent to S, or Xt,. 
whichever is appropriate. Esceptions to this w-i11 
be those cases where the mass thickness of S, 
or S, ts extremely high (e.g., a granite wall 3 feet 

thick). 
The best source of emergency electric power is 

an engine-generator set with an adequate supply 
of fuel-preferably a ?-week supply. The relatire 

merits of gasoline, diesel, and liquefied petroleum 
gas engines should be carefully considered. Initial 

cost is important, but so are local code require- 
ments, ease of maintenance. dependability, safety 
of operation, and storage chanctertsttcs of fuels. 

In some c*ses, stairwells entering shelter area.5 
hare open sides nnd it. may be necessary to provide 
shielding walls to enclose them. In general, the 
mass thickness of these ~~xlls need not be greater 
than 100 psf. 

The capacity of emergency engine+nerator 
sets may range from I to 10 kilowatts per 100 
shelter occupants, depending upon lighting and 
equipment requirements, and dependability of out- 
side power. Normally, the requiremout would be 
in the lower half of this range. 

Accessibility ma>- affect fill-time of a shelter. 
As an example, the basements of some large build- 
ings may in t hemselrcs hare high capacity. HOW 
erer. these same areas may be served chietly by 

elevators and may have only one or two narrow 

stsirwa_ys for entry. In an emergency, the elc- 

raters may not function, and till-time would be 

lengthened appreciably. 

If the power s&on has fallout protectton, and 
operational plans provide for the continued opera- 
tion of the station under fallout conditions, it may 
be assumed that clectrto power nould be avail- 
able. Under such circumstances the capacity of 
the shelter emergency generator set may be 

Local tire codes may be useful in determining 

accessibility and fill-time. In regard to these two 

facton, howerer, it should be kept in mind that 11 
heavy ronccutration of fallout is not likely to 
occur immediately following the explosion of a 

nuclear weepon some distance away. 
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HAZARDS 

Sometimes arcas that ofkr good protection from 
radiation are used for storage of dangerous ma- 
terials or have ocher dangerous coaditious. 

Architects and engineem should careftiy con- 

i 
sider all types of hazards before designating arc88 

I 
as suitable for use as shelters. 

some of t,he haznrds to look for are skwagc of 

explosiws, or highly wxnbustible materials such 
as paints, mruishes, and cleaning fluids; or ex- 
posed high-voltage equipment. 

If the amount of daugerous material in storage 
is small and readily movable, or the hazard can 
be isolated, the capacity rating of the shelter 
should not be &e&d. 

Local fiie codes should be consulted to determine 
which materials are hssardous. 

16 
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VI. COMMIJNITY SURVEY PROCEDURES 

Administrative information on programing and 
planning B community fallout shelter survey, and 
general guidance on making the survey, is pre- 
sented in the first of this OCDM series, NP-IO-I, 
Fdloui She& Suracys: Guide for Ezcetuiaes. 

As pointed out in that guide, the overall man- 
agement of a community shelter survey is the 
responsibility of the chief executive of the com- 
munity or his designee, such as his civil defense 
director. However, a professional architect or 
engineer, preferably from local government, should 
direct the details of the actual survey, on a 
full-time basis. 

The survey director will need to determine the 
probable cost of the survey; the time, skAls, and 
manpower required; the best available sources of 
information; and the type of task force organiza- 
tion best suited to the local situation. Following 
are some guidelines concerning these factors: 

1. From experience on pilot surveys, an esti- 
mate of cost may be obtained by multiplying the 
peak population of an area by 10 cents, multiply- 
ing the number of individual structures in the area 
by 50 cents, and taking the higher of these two 
figures as the estimate. 

It is important that the survey director thor- 
oughly understand the nature of fallout radiation 
and how shielding factors relate to the problem. 
This, and an efficient survey organization, will 
help keep survey costs at a minimum. Other 
factors that will help keep costs down are: Com- 
plete, up&date, and readily available local 
records on existing buildings; and a cooperative 
spirit within local government, among civic 
associations, and on the part of the public. 

2. Generally three-fourths of the total estimated 
cost may be allocated for salaries. Sufhcient 
personnel should then be obtained to complete 
the project in the shortest period of time con- 
sistent with the available manpower. 

Good public relations is essential to a successful 
survey. This point should be emphasized to all 
those who take part in the work. Another thing 
to remember is that the survey will be news. It 
is important that the survey director and the local 
chief executive who is administering the project 
be in agreement on procedures for keeping local 
news media fully informed on the purpose of the 
survey, on progress, and on results. 

The survey director should be thoroughly 
familiar with the oblectives of the survey and 
the benefits to be expected. He should know 
that fallout shelter surveys implement the Na- 
tional Policy sn Shcltsru,” and broaden the base 
of information used to make policy decisions at 
local, State, and national level. Locally, this 
information is a prerequisite to: A shelter utiliza- 
tion program, a shelter improvement program, or 
a shelter construction program. Such information 
is useful also in progressive city planning. 

3. Personnel with the required skills, such as 
engineers, inspectors, computers, draftsmen, and 
clerks, are usually available within local govern- 
ment. Such personnel may often be obtained on 
a loan basis to establish a short-term task force 
to conduct the fallout shelter survey. This staff 
might be augmented by temporary personnel 
obtained through established local civil service 
rosters. Local government may also be able to 
provide office space, equipment, and furnishings, 
and administrative, accounting, and printing or 
other reproduction services. Use of regular per- 
sonnel, facilities, and services of local government 
hss other important advantages; for example, 
indoctrination and retention of ‘know-how” 
within the local government organization. 

4. Before extensive field work is started, a 
check should be made for pertinent records and 
other informational sources of local government, 
business, and Industry. Table 4 lists some of the 
more important of these sources. 

5. The type of organization to be used in any 
given survey is largely dependent upon the size 
and nature of the area to be surveyed, the man- 
power available, and the method of collecting and 
recording pertinent data. 

Engineers and inspectors should be t~rained in 
the methods and techniques to be used in the 
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TABLE C.-Sources oj injmnatima u&l in jdout shelier .sw-ueys 

source¶ Remarks 

Publicdo~~, mapa, and phafm 

Cperationnl Survival Plans_______________-_ 

S~bo~~sp~____.________________________ 

Bnreru of Cennupnbliurtions_._____..______: 

Topographic and geologic maps and airphotos. 

Locd gawmm6ni o&u 

BuildingDepartment_.._______.____________ Plansmaybeonfileforutohpnblicb~~andmoatprivstebuildings. 
TarAz~~.~,tia Office_____._______._________ Records may tire s~mmsriea of comrtruetlon‘ype, size, and Ioation of 

all types of buildinga 
Planning C!ommiasion_. _ _______________ ____ Land-use maps, population atndis, and genera& information on building 

Department of Educstion___________________ 
typzS for certain area8 may beaYa1lable. 

Information on schook, iocludiq student populatioos and pcaibiy 
budding plans. 

Police and FIre Departments________________ Lacatmn and possibly building plans of all stations in the area. 
Department of Public Health_.______._______ Locatmn and pwably b&ding plana of medical facdities in thearea. 

Electric power, telephone, and gas companies__ Location and pcaibly building plan.8 of their office buildings, generating 
stations, etc. 

Chamberof Commerce._____________________ Lwation snd description of commercial and industrial establi.&menti. 
Architecfa, engineers, and building contractor% As-buiU drawings of buildings designed by their Iimu. 
Building materialspuppliers.______________._ Information on materids used in local building construction. 
Trade aswo~alions_____________.___________ Information on buildinga constzueted using their product% 
Individual building owners or msna.gers_______ As-built drawinga and up-to-date information on alterations. 
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particular survey area before field operations ars 
undertaken. These personnel should be given II 
short course on general use of this guide, and they 
should practice by making sample cnlculrstions 
on the various types of dwellings and other SbNcP 

tures common to the particular ares under con- 
sideration. 

DATA COLLECTION 

‘Where accurate and complete data is available 
from existing records such as may be found in B 
tax ssses8or’s office, or from sources such as “a+ 
built” plans or Sanboru maps, it may be possible 
to have clerical personnel or draftsmen transfer 
or copy this informntion onto the data collection 
form. (See part 1, supp. L) 

In most metropolitan ares, the above procedure 
should be confined to structures other than dwell- 
ings, because ths cs&gory of dwellings usually can 
be determined in cruising (windshield) surveys. 

In this type of survey, 8 prehmimuy analysis can 
be made of the vsrious. types of dwellings in the 
entire survey area to defermine which dwellings 
may be considered typical of each Ass. For 
example, every residence in a given subdivision 

may be so similar that an analysis of one could 
reasonably be assumed to apply to all. 

-’ 

A cruisiig (windshield) survey team is a driver 
and an inspector. &s they go down B street, the 
inspector looks at the various dwelliigs and enters 
on previously prepared data sheets his estimates 
of the shelter category and capacity, according to 
street address. Visual inspectron in this manner 
is su&ient to classify each dwelllng. Often B 
cruising team can readily designate an entire 
slab-on-grade subdivision ss “F” category for 
shelter purposes. 

Where records are not available, up-to-date, or 
reliable, inspectors would then make on-site in- 
spections to obtain the basic data required to 
analyze the major structures. 

In any case, it usually is necessary to survey 
each major structure individually. This is be- 
cause of structural complexities, and because the 
best of plans will not show the disposition and 
nature of many items, such as equipment, stored 
goods, and furniture; nor do they usually indicate 
the state of repair or other factors that may have 
B marked effect on the ares’s worth as shelter, or 
on the cost of improvement. 

0 



Field personnel should carry identity cards and 
explanatory letters signed by an executive of the 
Iocal government. The letters should introduce 
the bearer, briefly explain the purpose of his work, 
and urge cooperation on the part of building 
ownem or tenants. 

If an inspector finds no one available to admit 
hi to a building, he should leave a “call-back” 
card. The card should give the mspector’s name 
and survey 05ce address and telephone number, 
tell the purpose of the visit, and ssk that the 
inspector be called to arrange a convenient time 

for hi return. 
For shelter survey purposes, “districts” should 

be chosen to coincide with well-established areas 
such as census tracts, political precincts, or land- 
use aress as determined by local planning 
commissions. 

Several engineer-inspector teams may be as- 
signed to one supervising engineer to do a partic- 
ular district of a city or to specialize by type of 
structure, such as public, commercial, or industrial 
buildings. There will be fewer correlation prob- 
lems if assignments are made by districts. 

Critical structures, such ss electric power 
stations and waterworks, should be analyzed 
6mt to determine whether or not they may be 
operable in a war emergency. Special attention 
should be given to public structures, such se 
schools, hospitals, and government buildings. 
These structures usually are strategically located 
in respect to population distnbution, and often 
of&r good shelter aress. 

Information obtained on individual structures 
should be entered on the fallout shelter survey 

data collection form. (See part 1, supp. a.) 
The latest available data on the population and 

its distribution may be obtained from updated 
census data which should be available from either 
the Bureau of the Census, the local Chamber of 
Commerce, or some other reliable source. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

The data and information collected in fallout 
shelter surveys is used to (1) analyze each structure 
and determine the existing protection afforded 
(protection factor and category) against fallout 
radiation; (2) determine the number of persons 
that can be sheltered in a structure; (3) estimate 
the possible shielding improvements that could 
be made at reasonable cost to belowground ureas 
to raise the category of protectton; (4) estimate 
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the possible habitability improvements (vrnt da- 
tion, sanitation, and water supplies) thnt could 
be made at rcnsonable cost to incrosse the number 
of shelter spaces; and (5) estimate the total rest. 

Comprehensive step-by-step shielding analysts 
procedures are outlined in supplement 1 for 
three general cases; that is, Roof Contribution 
(part 2), Ground Contribution-Aboveground 
&eas (part 3), and Ground Contnbutton- 
Belowground Areas (part 4). Roof and ground 
contributions are combined in a separate outline 
(part 5), which also compares existing and modified 
protectton factors. These shieldmg analysis 
outlines are intended for instructional purposes. 

To facilitate the survey analysis procedure, 
several steps have been combined and the outlines 
simplified so that shoveground or belowground 
areas may be analyzed on a single page. 

For community fallout shelter surveys, single- 
family residences and one-story buildings with 
light interior partitions should be analwned 
through use of the “condensed” forms shown in 
parts 1 and 2 of supplement E. For unnlysis 
of other structures, the comprehensive wall- 
by-wall procedures shown in parts 3 and 4 of sup- 
plement E should be used. Many structures 
have several potential shelter areas.. Because 
each area may have a different protection factor, 
each should be analyzed separately. 

A summary form for recording the results of sn 
analysis is presented ss part 6 of supplement d. 

After nn architect, en,&eer, or inspector has 
analyzed a few structures, he will find that once 
the “input” data is assembled, even a complex 
structure can be analyzed in a short time. 

Charts 1 through 6 and tables of correction 
factors are provided in supplement B for use in 
shielding analysis. For reference, a “Brief Table 
of Mass Thicknesses” is mcluded ~9 supple- 

ment C. 
For planning purposes in shelter surveys, 

shelter habitability standards msy be bssed on s 
maximum floor-spuce requirement of 15 sq. ft. 
per person, und a ma.\imnm shelter-occupancy 
time of 2 weeks.i* It may be assumed thst base- 
ment wmdoxs of dwellings would be filled in 
by the occupants wth readily available mater&. 

dnalysis of the ventilation problem should be 
confined initially to a comparison of the capacity 
of the &sting equipment, if any, snd the number 
of persons this equipment can accommodate. 



Pilot s-eye indicate that $25 par occupant of 
improved shelter may be used in estimating the 
cost of habitability improvements-ventilation, 
sanitation, water supply, aud power supplyin 
order to develop the fnll shelter capacity. A 
more detailed cost analysis should be made when 
improvements are actually contemplated. 

Standard items selected for shielding improvs 
men& should be costed according to loal price8 
for materials and labor. Examples of these 
standard items are shown iu figure 14. 

Fro 14. 

Ibllowing are some of the things that can he 
done to improvanbieldiug~ 

1. Block-in windows or raise sill IeveL 
2. cover fueswq?L 
3. Ereetbaf3bxvallsat-Eesmd~ 

(Nom.-4,5,and 13en,pedlynatf-lor above 
ground nreas.) 
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4, Increase maea thickness of wall construction. 
5. Increase maas thickness of roof construction. 
6. Increase mesa thickness of floor construction. 6 

7. Reduce exposure of basement walls. 
8. Shield filter room or plenum chamber. (See 

p. 12.) 

REPORTS 

The follow@ outliue map be useful iu preparing 
the final fallout shelter surpey report: 

1. Description of survey wes. 
2. Procedurea nsed in the survey. 
3. Summary of survey results. 
4. Discussion of survey results. 
5. Conclusions aad recommendations. 

Tbe detailed tabulation sheets and supple- 
mentary maps should be included as appendixes 
or ns companion publications. 

Because of the voluminous nature of the collated 
shelter survey information, concise methods of 
presentation must be used. (See fig. 15.) One 
method is D three-part sequence of symbols that 
denote shelter category, shelter capacity, and cost 

c 



.___ ___. - -: -3LL__.-_-~ .-. _.- 

per person for required improvomcnts. Shelter the cost of improremcnts (exclusive of supplies) 
category letter symbols nre grvcn m tnble I, and may be reported using the symbols given in table 5. 

TABLE 5.-Cost symbols jar im~ouement of .shelters 
As *n example, in the concise, three-part 

presenttltion “Ci5b.” “C” denotes shelter cate- 

Eatlmllrd east gory (with * protection factor of 50 to 250); “75” 
indicates a shelter caprtcity of 75 persons; and 

“b” r&&es to D par capita cost estimate of $25 to 

$50 for improvement of category, habitability, or 
*_...._..___..__..~._~__--~~.-- Less than 25. both. 

These same symbols mny also be used for entry 

~.._._.._..-.__..____.-____..__~ More than 100. of dnts on tabulation sheets or maps. 
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FALLOUT SHELTER SURVEY SUPPLEMENT A 

0 

(1) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

8 

(Pnrt 1) 

DATA COLLECTION FORM I 

Survey No. 

Location 

Description of surroundings 

(2) BY (3) Data 

Description of structure: 

8. General dimensions 

c. Floor heights 

e. Basement floor level 

g. % basement mall exposed 

Structural information: 

b. Somber of floors 

d. Sill heights 

f. Ground 5oor level 

h. 70 areaways 

Apertures 

a. Roof 

b. Ground floor 

c. Higher floon 

d. Exterior walls 

e. Interior malls 

f. Basement ma5s 

% 

% 

% 

-% 

% 
o? 10 

(13) Nonstructural information: 

8. Occupsncy 

b. Entrances, exits 

d. Sanitation 

Busmess hours 

f. Power supply 

Other tunes 

c. Ventilation 

8. Water supply 

g. Hazards 

(9) Adaptability for fallout shelter 

(10) Remarks 





1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

SUI’PLEMF.NT A 
(Pnrt 14) 

Instructions for Completing the Fallout Shelter Survey Data Collection Form ’ 

Appropriate 5le number. This may be keyed to shelter district number, census tract number, etc. 
Name of inspector. 
Date data mss collected. 
Street address and shelter diitrict, or name of subdirision. tract, precinct, etc. 
Land use (industrial, commercial, residential, etc.). Height and general description of adjacent 
buildings; e.g., four-storr brxk loft building and two-stov brick residence. In urban are&s, include 

distances to adjacent buildings. 
6a. Overall length, width, and height; L-shaped, T-shaped, U-shaped, etc. Make sketch on graph 

6b. 
6o. 

6d. 
6e. 

6f. 

6g. 
6h. 
7a. 

8b, 

9. Indicate area(s) m building with fallout shelter potential. 

10. Sources of inform&Ion may be noted here. 

paper on reverse side of Data Collection Form. 
Self-eqJanatoq. 
Give baaiement floor height ss, e.g., BlOX ft.; ground floor height as, e.g., Gl5 ft.; and upper floor 
heights as, e.g., C9K ft. 
Self-qlanntorp. 
Distance from basement floor to average sound line outsido (level tot). Distance from bsse- 
ment 5oor to highest and lowest bound-lime (sloping lot). 
Distance from ground Hoor to awrsge ground line ours&. 
Estimate percent of basement wall abore grade. 
Estimate percent of basement wall 111 areaways. 
State type of roof construction‘and estimate percent of roof area with skylights, hatches, etc. 
and 7c. State type of floor construction and estimate percent of floor area with stamvells, elevator 
shafts, etc. 
7e, and 7f. State type of wall construction and estimate percent of wall area with windows, 
doon, or duct openmgs. 
After “Occupancp” state whether residential, commercial, industrial, storage, public bullding, 

etc. _\fter “Busuwss hours ” state number of cmpioyees and transients normally u1 buldmg. 
After *‘Other times.” state n&ber of employees and transients in building after the normal business 
hours of the commumty. 
8c, Sd, Se, Sf, and Sg. To explain these conditions. use the graph paper on reverse side of the Data 
Collection Form for notes and sketches. 

NOTE.-Photographs may be useful in identdynq 3 parr:cular problem or sriucture. httnch to form. 
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SUPPLEMENT A 
e-t 2) 

FALLOUT SHELTER SURVEY 

c. 

(1) Total roof area, A,____________________-____--_-_____________. 

(‘3 Central roof area, A.________..__________________.._____________ 

(3) Distance, roof to detector, Z____________-______________________ 

(4) Distance correction factor, K (chart 2)_________________________ 

(5) Adjusted total area, A~=A,xK________________________._.____ 

(6) Adjusted central mea, ~=A,xK____________________....__.__ 

(7) Total overhead maas thickness, S..__.______.._.__--_--_--_-___- 

(3) Interiorwallmaas thickness, S,___.______.-____--_---_-___-____ 

(9) Combined overhead mass thickness, S,=S.+S,_._.___.._..___._ 

Shielding Analysis Outline 

ROOF CONTRIRUTION 

(10)’ Chart 2, [(5) or (6)] and (7)_____________________ . . __.__..__ 

(11) Chart 2, (5) and (9)_________________________._.______________ 

(12) Chart2, (6) and (9)_______________________.____ ____________-- 

(13) Subtract (12) from (ll)_______________________________________ 

(14) Roof contribution, (10)+(13)__________________________________ 

(15) Skyshine correction (table CF-2, p. 44)_________________________ 

(16) Total roof contribution (14)x(15)_____________________________ 

c 



FALLCWT SHELTER SURVEY SUPPLEMWT A 
(fart 3) 

Shielding Andy& Outline 

GROUND CONTRIBUTION 

(Aboregroand Areas) 

(1) Groundfl~areqA._________________.__.____________________ 

(2) ~~~wpil~thicknass,~____________________-__________ 

(3) Interior wall mass thickness, x,______________________.____..____ 

(4) Total wallmass thickness, S,=Y.+Iz,_________________________ 

(5) Percentaperturcsinwall,ApC/,___________________.___.______._ 

(6) Percentof wdlwhichissolid, lOO-Ap%___________________.____ 

(7) Aperture correction (table CF-1, p. 44)______..____________._-__ 

(8) Height of detector above contnmiontion, H___________________--- 

(9) Height come&on: H. (chat5, p. 4~)___________________._..___- 

(10) Width of con tamimied plane, W,_____________________________ 

(11) ~Mutudshielding correction: MM, (table CF-3, p. 44)______________ 

(12) Perimeter,P=2 (w+L)______________________________________ 

(13) Lagthof wail, w orL__________._____________________________ 

(14) Perimeter ratio, P,=IV/P orL/P__.________....________._._____ 

(15) Chart 3, (1) and (4).__.__.__ ___. _.. 

(16) Chrt3, (1) and (3)__________ ____ __ 

(17) (15)X(S)_________.________________________-_________-_--____ 

(18) (16)X(5)X(i)_____._____._.._____________.__________________ 

(19) Uncorrected ground contribution [(17)-i-(18)1 or (15)_____________ 

(20) Correctedground contribution (19)X(9)X(11)X(14).___.________ 

zl 



SUPPLEMENT A 
v-t 4) 

FALLOUT SHELTER SURVEY 

f 

Shielding Amlyeie outhe. 

GROUND CONTRIRUTION 

(Belowground Areaa) 

(1) Ground floor area, A,___________________.._____________________ 

(2) Ground floor exterior wall mase thickness, 3.__________________._ 

(3) Percent apertures in ground floor wall, Ap%_________.___________ 

(4) Adjusted waU rns~ thickness, x1=X.X(100%-Ap%).___________ 

(5) Immediateoverheadmass thiokness,/~_-_______.____.__________ 

(6) Basement wallmass thickness, ~_______...____________________ 

(7) Percent of basement wall exposed, Ex%__________.______________ 

(8) Widthof contaminated plane, m._______________________________ 

(9) Mutualshielding correction: M, (table CF-3, p. 44)______________ 

(10) Perimeter,P=2(W+L)_______________________________-______ 

(11) Length of wnll, W orL___________________.___._.___._.________ 

(12) Perimeterratio, P.=W/P or L/p________________.___.__________ 
c 

(13) Chart4, (1) and (4)________________ 

(14) Chart 1, o&se 3, (5)_________________ 

(15) Ground contribution through overhead, (13)X(14)________________ 

(16) Chart3, (1) and (6)________________ ~ 

(17) Ground contribution through basement walls, (16)X (7)____________ 

(18) Uncorrected groundcontribution (16)+(17)_____________________ 

(19) Carectedgroundcontribution, (18)X(Q)~(12)__________________ 



FALLOUT SHELTER SURVEY SUPPLEMENT A 
(Part 5) 

Shielding Analysis Outline 

SUiVIRWRY 

Existing Structure 

(1) Totalroof contribution____.__.-.._.___.___________________.___. 

(2) Total ground wntribution_________._.____..______--__..________ 

(3) Totalreductionfactm, (l)+(2)________________-________.____.._ 

(4) Protection factor, reciprocalof (3)___________-_____--____..__..__ 

(5) Category (table 1, p. 3)_._.___________._.________.._ _....._.... 

Q 

(1) Total roof contribution________.--___---__..____--__---.__.-__.. 

(2) Totalgroundcontribution______-__.__-._._..._--____-____----__ 

(3) Totslreductionfactor, (1)+(2)._._____._.--_____......._..-____ ~ 

(4) Pmtection factor, reciprocal of (3)_____________________.__~...__. 

(5) Category (table 1, p.3)_.____________.-______________..___ ..__ _ 

Summary of modifications. - 
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FALLOUT SHELTER SURVEY SUPPLEMENT A 
(Parr 6) 

DATA SUMMARY FORM 

(1) Survey No. (2) Bv (3) on 

(4) Location 

(6) Description of shelter area: 

8. Location within building 

b, General dimensions 

c. Space use 

d. &improved shelter area: ‘ Category Capacity 

e. Improved shelter area: Category Capacity 

(6) Required improvements: Rem 

a. Shielding_______-____.__-________ 

b. Entrances, exits___-___.__________ 

c Ventilation______________-_____-_ 

d. Sanitation______-__--_______-___- 

c. Watersupply____-_-______________ 

f. Powersupply________._.________-_ 

g. Stornge_._-_____-_______-________ 

h. ~~iscellnneous____-_--______--___ 

i. Totalcost_____-_______________..-____-______________________________. 

(7) Unit costs: 

a. Cost per occupant (shielding)_______.___-______-_____-__ 

b. Cost per occupant (habitability)__.______-______________ 

c. Cost per occupant (total)___-____________________-_____ 

Cost 

(8) Shelterareasqmbol_-_--__-______________________________ 

* BtapLl5.e aellemlly umued b, hbltabllW requlremmm. 
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sUPPLJ3MENT B 
(Parr 1) 

Examples for chart 1, “Barrier Shielding EEects” ’ 

From the standpoint of roof contamination, when A: is very large (greater t,han 5,000 sq. ft.), and/or 
% is very large, geometry shielding effects are unimportant. In these situations, reduction factors 
for roof contribution can be taken directly from the curve for case I. 

,&zmpLz If total overhead mass thickne.w (X)=300 psf, then * 
Roof contribution=O.O0019 

= 

From the standpoint of ground contamination, when A, is wry small (less then 100 q. ft.), geometry 
shielding effects are unimport.ant. In thesc situations, reduction factors for ground contribution can 
be taken directly from the curve for case 2. 

Eutmplc: If wall maes thickness (X,)=60 psf, then 
Ground contribution=O. 22 

v 

The curve for wee 3 is used in conjunction with chart 4, page 39, to dctrrmine ground contribution 
into basement areas. 

Emmple: From chart 4, n onluc of 0.03 has been determined ns the ground contribution into a basc- 
ment area with B “weightless” floor overhead. If the actual floor slab has x=40 psf, 
then the reduction factor derived from the overhead slab is 0.14, and 
Ground contribution=0.03X0.14=0.0042 

- _. 
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BARRIER SHIELDING EFFECTS 
CHART 1 
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SUPPLE3IAT B 
(Part 2) 

lhmplea for Chart 2, “Roof Contribution” ‘.I 

For buildiigs with “thin” interior part,itions (Xi is leas than 20 pef), use adjusted lofal roof area, 
A; and % which equals the sum of the roof and floor slabs between the detector and the roof con- 
tamination. 

Eirempfe: Detector at center of 2nd floor of S-story building with 
A.=5,000 af, Z=35 ft., and X,=10 psf. 
For Z=35 ft., k=0.082; and A:=5,000X0.082=410 sf 
z=30 paf (roof)+BX50 psf (floor slabs)=180 psf 
Roof contribution (A:=410 sf and L= 180 psf) =O. 0024 

P 

For buildings with “thick” in&or partitions (X6 is greater than 60 psf), use adjusted central roof 
area, & in lieu of A: 

Emmple: Data same as above, except A,=2,000 sf and IL=?0 psf. 
~=2,OOOXO.O82=164 sf 
Roof contribution (A:=164 sf and -X,=180 psf)=O. 0016 m 

3. For buildings with interior partitions of X,=20 psf to 60 psf, the roof contnbution from outside the 
central area must be added to the roof contribution from inside the central area. 

Example: Data same as for cxamplc 2 above, except XI=40 psf. 
Then X.=180 psfi40 psf=220 psf 
Reduction factor (A&410 sf and X.=220 psf) =o. 0010 
Reduction fuctor (A&164 sf and X.=220 psf) =O. 0008 

Roof contribution from outside central area =o. 0002 
Roof contribution from inside centrnl area =o. OOIG 

Total roof contribution =o. 001s 

4. In preliminary design of shelter in individual structures, sky&me contribution should be considered, 
as in examples a and b, below. 
Ezumplc: a. Dnts same as for example 3 above. 

Total roof contribution (excluding skysbine) =o. 0018 

Totrl roof contribution (including skyshme)=0.0018X1.01=0.00182 or -0.0018 

Z~CWE: The value 1.01 h from tnblc CF-2, pnp 44. 

L?nzmpkx b. Data sameas for exnmple 1 abore, except assume detector is 011 fifth Boor: that is, Z=6 ft. 
(K=2.8) and Lx=3O psf 
~4:=5,000X2.8=14,000 sf 
Roof contriburion (includingsk+iie)=0.15X1.11=0. 16 

- 
XOTB: The mdue 0.15 is from chart L?; :md the ~nluc 1.11 from table W-2, pqe 4-L. 

5. II&n it can be aasumcd that contamination is complrtclp removed from the roof, only sh-ysbine 
need be considered as roof contribution. 

E.uz?~&c Same data as for example 4b above, except contamination is completely removed from roof. 
Roof contribution (skyshine only) =0.15X0.1 I=0 016 

B 



Reduction Factors for Combined Shielding Effects 

ROOF CONTRIBUTION 

NOTE: This chart assumes the detector is 10 ft. below the roof 
(Z=lO’). For other Z’s, adjust roof area by “K” factor 
&en in table below. 

OlsTAm mow ROOF = 2 

MJus1m MA (A+, ol Ai) 
ACMAL MA (A, or A:) 

=K=(g>’ 

1 

-i 
4 

6 
a 

10 
12 

14 
lb 
I3 

20 
15 

40 

45 
SO 
60 
__ 

K 

ii- 

6.l 
1.1 
1.6 

l3 
llfl 
0.33 
0.31 

.15 

.16 
.I1 
.032 
.062 

.343 
,040 
.023 
.020 
.016 
,612 
.OlO 

0 20 40 60 SO 100 120 140 160 161 I 200 220 246 260 230 

TOTAL OVERHUD MASS THICKNESS, X, (psi) 
CHART 2 
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SUPPLJDIEXT B 
(Part 3) 

Examples for Chart 3, “Ground Contribution-Aboveground Areas” *** 

I. For buildings with 0% apertures or 100% apertures, only the area of the building, A,, and the wtll 
mass thickness, li, (=z&), need be known to determine ground contribution at center of fint floor. 

Ezmnple: IL A,=5000 sf S.=X.=60 psf Ap%=O% 
Ground contribution=O. 096 

b. A,=5000 sf S.=F 3 psf ~ Ap%=lOO% 
Ground contribution=O. 39 

Sam: For convenience, window glass is often assumed to have X=0 psf. 

2. For buildings with interior partitions, S,=S,+X. should be used for the wall mass thickness. 

.EwnpI~: a. A,=5000 sf I.=60 psf x*=20 psf Ap%=O% 
Then LL=SO psf+“O psf=80 psf 
Ground contribution=O. 060 

b. A,=5000 sf S.=F s,=20 psf Ap%= 100~~ 
Then &=3 psf+20 psf=23 psf 
Ground cont,ribution=O. 22 

- 

8. For buildings with intermediate raluea of Ap%, the contribution through the solid portion of the 
wall is added to the contribution through the apertures. 

Etnmplr: Same dataas for esample 2above,excaptAp%=25%. 
Contribution through apertures=0.25X0.22 =O. 055 
Contribution through solid portion of wall= 

(1.00-0.25)X0.060 =o. 045 

Ground contribution =o. 10 
- 

NOR: Example 3 above asurnes the detector is shwe siIl ievel. Therefore, the nperture correction ia 1.0 for 
the first floor. See t.able CF-I, page 44, and example 2 for chart 5, page 40. 

~CiIvtSdDlbn 

e: 
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Reduction Factors for Combined Shielding Effects 

GROUND CONTRIBUTION - ABOVEGROUND AREAS 
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SUPPLJDIENT B 
cprrrt 4) 

Examples for Chart 4, ‘LGround Contribution-Belowground Areas” ‘s2 

1. For buildings with Ap%=O% on the first floor, usa the total floor area, & and the mace thicknwa of 
the wall, X. (=X.), to determine the ground contribution at the center of a basement which is 
entirely below grade @x%=0%) nnd haa a very light floor overhead (X:=0 psf). 

Example: A,=5000 psf S-=X.=60 psf _<=o psf 
Ap%=O% Ex%=O% 
Ground contribution=O.034 

2. For buildiws n7it.h apertures in the wall of the fkt Boor. use an adjusted wall mass thickness. 

3. 

4. 

s,=(looqb-_\p~o) s,. 

Emm~de: Sanre data as for example 1 above, except _4p~c=25’?& 
S;=(lOO%-25%)X60 psf=45 psf 
Ground coutribution=O.O45 

To account for the shielding aBorded by the floor over the basemmt, use case 3, chart 1 (p. 33). 

Emmp/t: Same data as for example 2 above, except x=40 psf. 
Ground coutribution=0.045XO.l4=0.0063 

To account for basements that hare walls partially &ore grade, assume Ex%=O% and 6nd ground 
contribution. Assume Ex%=lOO% and find ground contribution. Then add to the groundcon- 
tribut.ion for Ex%=O%, the ground contribution through the exposed portion of the wall. 

E.z,-amplr: Same data as for example 3 above, except Ex%=20% and Sb=60 psf. 
Ground contribution (Ex%=O%) =0.0063 
Ground contribut,ion (Ex%=lOO%)X2O%=O.O96XO.2 =0.019 

Total ground contribution =0.025 

SOTE: ‘l’l~e value O.OOB3 (Ex%=O%) is from example 3 above. The value 0.096 (Ex%=~OO~~) ia fromexample 
for chart 3 (p. 361. 
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SUPPLEMENT B 
mart 5) 

Examples for chart 5, “Shielding EfTects of Height” ‘. ’ 

In upper stories of buildings, the ground contribution is decreased by the effect of height. For con- 
venience, an area is calculated as if it were on the ground floor, and then adjusted by B height correc- 
tion factor, H,. 

Emmpk Aaclume same data as iu example la for chart 3, except the shelter erea is located on the 
fifth floor of the building; i.e., the detector is about 55 feet above the ground. 
Then from chart 5, I&=0.48, and 
Ground contribution=0.096X0.48=0.046 B 

Sam: The value 0.096 is from example la for chart 3, which ia for a wmdowleas budding. 

To correct for apertures, use table CF-1, page 44. 

Emmplc: Same data ae for example 1 above, except Ap%=257c (floors are “thick”). 
Ground contribution through apertures (detector above sill level)=0.39X0.48X0.25 
x0.4=0.019 w 
Ground contribution through apertures (detector below sill level) =0.39 X0.48X0.25 
x0.2=0.0094 

Non: The value 0.39 ia from example lb for chart 3. The values 0.4 and 0.2 am from table CF-I. page 44. To 
obtain the total ground contribution. the contribution through solid portion of wall should be added to contribution 
through aperture. (See example 3 for chart 3, p. 35.) 

1 Chvt 6 (onnrr 

.- 
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sWPLEMENT. B 
(Pan 6) 

Examples for chart 6, “Reduction Factors for Apertures, Ground l$,,,r” ’ 

1. On the ground Boor of a multistory boilding surrounded on three sides by other buildings and with 
the remaining wall covered by windows, the reduction factor from ground contribution decreases as 
distance from the aperture increases. 

&ample: Length of aperture, L=50 ft. 
Ground contribution (detector 20 ft. from aperture)=0.19+ 

or, 0.20 

Ground contribution (detector 60 ft. from aperture) =0.06 
D 

2. Buildings across the street provide some shielding. TO account for this, use table CF-3, page 44. 

Ezumple: Same data as for example 1 above, except there are commercial buildings across the street, 
which is 100 ft. wide. 
Ground contribution (detector 20 ft. from aperture) =0.20X0.4=0.08 

Ground contribution (detector 60 ft. from aperture) =0.06X0.4=0 
k 

NOTE: The value 0.4 (W. = 100 ft.) ia from table CF-3, page 44 
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SUPPLEMENT B 
Qmrt 7) 

TABLES OF CORRECTION FACTORS 

TABLE CF-I.-Ayturc cm& .!o gmnd conbib&m ’ 

Floor No. 

’ Table CF-I may be wed for &her sample or complex (wall-by-wail) caees. 
chart 5 for use of this tsble. 

See exnmple 2 for 

w------l I 
0 1. 15 0. 15 

50 1.08 
100 1.04 :z 
200 1.01 . 01 

1 Applied to reduction factor from chart 2 (p. 35). 
‘Table CF-2 is generally used for cursory checks 

onig. However. it is also used to evaluate the effieacv 
of roof dceontammntlon. 
2 for use of this table. 

See. examples 4 and 5 for c&t 

TABLE CF-3.--iMutua shi&i~ corre&n to 

I- 

exampre I *or cnan 8 101 UEe Of m&a tata. wwn 
a conden4ed computational form (supp. E) is II.&, 
make the following adjustmenta tn tabular vslues rn the 
we of urban buildings (those rn meas of predommantly 
multistory commerwal bmldinga): Streets on one side, 
X Ii: on two sides. X H; oo three sldn, X ?;. 
0x1 all sides, use values (‘88 is.“) 

(Streets 

Width of field (We) Correction factor (M, 

Iti 
0 0. 00 

10 .08 
20 .10 
50 .20 

100 
200 Go” 
500 

1000 ::oO 
Infinite 1.00 

’ Table CF-3 is for wall-by-wall caictitioos._~See ._. . ^. 
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SUPPLEMENT C 

BRIEF TABLE OF MASS THICKNESSES 

This brief table of mass thicknesses is presented as gutdance only. In general, it may be assumed 
that the weights given for the various types of roof, floor, and wall construction as found in standard 
engineering tables are equivalent to the mass thickness of the construction. Publications of the American 
Standards Association, the American Institute of Steel ConstructIon, the American Concrete Institute, 
and others may be used for this purpose. 

Asbestos: btiU 
Bonrd.___.......________ :is_._________ 9 If, 
Corrugated_.._..__._____ ._____________ ; 
Shingles._........_..---- %_________-- 

Asphalt: 
Roofing (3 ply).._._.__... -______-..-___ 1 
Roofing (4 ply and gravel). ______________ 
Roofing(5 ply and gmvel).l...._._.___.__ 

; 

Shinales.... _.___.__._.. _I____._________ 2 

Clay: _ 
Br,ck_......._..__..__._ I_..__..__... S-10 
Tile: 

Facing_.......__.._.__ 2__....__.__. 15 
Foeing_._.__.___..____ 4__. ______--- 
Fac,n~..._......__..__ 6__...._.__.- :“8 
Partition_.._.______.-__ *_-__._._____ IS 
Psrtition__.._.____..__ 6.__.______.. 
Partition... _.__. __..__ 8._....._.... ;: 
Psrtltlon_...__._.._.._ 1o........_.. ;;20 
Shinqles_............._ ._____-_______ 
Structurnl......__._.._ 8 _._____ __.._ 
Strueturnl......__...-- n..._._ .__.. 

:; 

concrete: 
Cinder............__.___ I......._.... ‘J 
Jfsydite..._.....__._-__._ l._...___-_._ ;S 
Lightweight... _.... __ .__. L....._.. . . . . 
Reinforced.. .___._.. __.__ 1..._.._..___ 12!$ 
Slag___._.............-_ ,..._._...___ IO-11 
Stone or gravel (std. wt.).. J........_... 12-12% 
Block (hollow) 

Stnne or eravel (std. vt). 4...._._ ___.. ",3 

i 
6._._.___.... 
8._......__._ 55 

__-___---- 85 1 12. 
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Item 

Concrete-Continued 
Cinder....._.. _____._ 

Lightweight... _. _____ _ 

Fiberboard or sheathing... _ 
Gl~paneS....._.._...... 
Gypsum: 

Block_..._.._.._.._..._ 
‘BlOCk_._.._.... ..___.__ 
Board or shestbing. _ _ _ 

Plaster: 
Applied drectly or on lath 
Solid_____._ ____ _ ______ :. 

Plywood sheathing. ___.__. 
p.%_______ ____________.. 

Clay_..._._.._..._..... 
Lack.....__..__..___.- 
Sand and gravel._. _ --mi- 

Steel: 
Plate.....-.__....._._.. 
Corrugated sheet.. __._ _ _ 
Pnnels.. . . . . . __.._ _.___ 

stone mssoary...____..... 
St”cco......._...___---.- 
Terra cotta____ _______---__ 
WC.&: 

Sheathing_...______.... 
Sh,ngles_-.__..__ ___--__ 
S,dmg__._. .___.__._ ---- 

Thickness 
thieknens) 

L-~~_____.___ 
L____________ EJ 
L_________. 
!{.___________ : 

l__.___.._.._ 6.-g 
,...._.__..._ 7-10 
L_______._.._ 3-11 

,.._..._..... 41 
!O Gs___.__.. 
18 Ga........ ; 
I.___._...... lo-14 
!C.___________ 
L._.._.._._._ i 

I__.___...... 
________-___- i# 
I...__.-..... I-25 
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SUPPLEMEiYT D 

Assumptions Used in Development of Procedures for Shielding Calculntions 

FALLOUT DISTRIBUTION 

Fallout is assumed to be uniformly diilributed 
over exposed surfaces according to their hori- 
zontal projections. Fallout on vertical surfaces 
is not considered. 

ENERGY OF GAMMA RADIATION 

The energy spectrum of gamma rndiation is 
assumed to be that from fission products at one 
hour after weopon burst. 

BARRIER ATTENUATION 

It is assumed that the amount of attenuation 
by 8 given barrier depends only on its mesa thick- 
ness and not on the chemical composition of the 

barrier mntrrisl. 

The basic schemutization consists of replacing 
it structnre by another with the same height but 
with a squaw cross-sectional area equnl to that of 
the original strnctnre. The roof is replaced by a 
circulw disk dth arca equal to that of the build- 

ing. 

COKTRIBCTIOS FROM SOURCES ON THE 
ROOF 

Barrier Effect 
Cnleul~tious are for the attenuation of radi:ttion 

from an infinite plune isotropic source through an 
overbrad barrier, using the moments merhod. 

This frwtor gives the rntio of dose rstr: from II 
finite disk source to tbut from an infinIte plunu 
source. The hurrier is assumed to be umformly 
distributed between source and detector. The 
geometry factor depends on the source geometry 
and the angular distribution of radiation at the 
detector. Since the angular distribution is de- 
pendent on the barrier thickness, the geometry 
factor is also dependent on barrier thickness. 

R&&n Factor ft-otn Roof fhfributh 

~ba product of the reduction factor from the 
roof barrier effect and the roof ,ametry effect 
is the reduction factor for the roof contribution. 
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CONTRIBUTION FROM SOURCES ON TIIE 
GROUND 

Ear&r Iyect 
Calculations are for the penetration of rudiution 

from a semi-infinite plane isotroprc source on one 
side of u. wrticul mall to u dctcctor on the other 
side. Solutions were obtnined by the moments 
method. 

Thin mll* (mass thickness much Jcss thnu 40 
psf).-This fuctor gives the ratio of the dose rata 
sbore a cleared circular arcn to the close rate at 
the same height above tin infinite plune sourw. 

T/lick tcall$ (mass thickness much grratcr thuu 
40 psf).-This fwlor, which depends upon the 
angular distribution of the radiation emerging 
from the inner surfnces of the ~v-ull, gives the m tto 
of the dose rate inside a square building of finite 
height to that betwcen two infinitely long nnd 
itfinitely high wrticnl slabs of ~hc same wrall 
mass thickness. 

Walls ~,f htermediate thieknesx.--.I wcightcd 

nwmge of the thin wall and thick wall geometry 

factors is used. Tho weighting fnctors are de- 

termined by the relative amounts of scattered 

and unscnttercd radiation <merging from the 

mner surface of the walls. The mclghtiug factors 

wry with vail thickness. 

Reduction Factor from Ground fSm/riPutioiL 

The product of the reduction factas from the 

wall bnrrwr cifcct and the grouud gcomctry 
effect goes the reduction fnctor for the grouud 

contribution. 

COSTRIBUTION FROJI RADIATION 
SC,Vi’TERED FRO11 AIR AND GROUND 

.I correction for scattered mdiation, which 

varies with the mass thickness of the dells, is 

b~clutled iu the ;wund geometry factors for de- 

tector position below gmde. A fraction of 20 
percent, scattered to total radiation, is rtssunlcd 

nt 3 fret :~bore un infinite plant isotropic source 



NORhlAJ_JZATION OF REDUCTION 
FACTORS 

The toti reduction factor is the ratio of the 
dose rate at the detector to that 3 feet above an 
infinite smooth plane. It is the sum of roof and 
ground reduction factors. 

CORRECTION FACTORS 

The correction factors presented in the tables 
on page 44 are intended to correct for several 

effects in a qualitative wray: More accurate 
estimates would involve a complicated dependence 
on other variables. 

DETECTOR POSITIONS 

For ground floor areas, the detector position 
is assumed to he 3 feet uboue ground level at the 
geometric center of the structure. For basement 
areas, the detector position is assumed to be 5 
feet bdow the level of the ground floor at the 
geometric center of the structure. 



FALLOUT SHELTER SURVEY SUPPLEMENT E 
(Fur1 I) 

CONDENSED SHIELDING ANALYSIS 

(Aboveground Areas) ’ 

survey No. BY DRLC 

(1) Roof area sf (2) Distwce, roof to detector - ft.. 

(3) Total overhead mass thickness PSf 

(4) Wall mass thickness PSf 
07 (5) ~~perturcs - 10 

(6) Roof contribution: (I), (21, and (31, chart 2_.__ _ _. ._ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ 

(7) (1) and (4), chrt :~......_..___.._.. 

(8) (1) and 0 pt. chert 3_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

(9) (7)x(loo~-(s))__-__-___.-__-.____ 

(10) (8)x(5)_...-____________-_________ 

l (11) (e)+(lo)_._________.___.__________ 

(12) Groundcontribution: (ll)::tablcCP-3 (.\l,~_._.._..____.________ 

(13) Rcduccionfsctor: (E)t(12)____._..___.__.__-___--_-__..___.__. 

(14) Protectionfuctor: reciprocalof (13)______________._-_._~._._..__ 

(15) Categoryofskeltcrarea__._......_..._....._.-__ .__._.._ _.._._ 
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SUPPLEMENT E 

enart 2) 

4 

1 
:f 

FALLOUT SIIELTER SURVEY 

CONDENSED SHIELDING ANALYSIS 

(Belowground Areas) ’ 

survey No. BY Date 

(1) 

(3) 

(4) 

(6) 

(7) 

Roof mea sf 

Totnl overhead mass thickness 

Wall mass thickness 

Ceiling mass thickness 

Basement wall mass thickness 

(2) Distance, roof to detector _ ft. 

Psf 

paf (5) Apertures _ % 

psf 

Psf (8) Exposure - % 

(9) Roof contribution: (I), (2), nnd (3), chart 9... __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
(10) (4)X(100%-(5))__________________ 

(11) (1) and (lo), chart 4-e______________ 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(13) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(61, case 3, chart I______________._. 

(11)x(12)_.______.____;__._.___.__ 

(1) and (7), chnrt 3_.______________. 

(14)X(8)_....__________._____..__. 

(13)+(15)________________________. 

Ground contribution: (I(i)Xtable CF-:I (.\l.)..___________________ 

Reduction factor: (9)+(17)____________.__._._________________ 

Protection factor: reciprocal of (lS)___._________________________ 

Category of shelter srea__________________..___________.. 
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SUPPLEJIEhT I? 
(Part 3) 

WALL-BY-WALL SHIELDING ANALYSIS 
(Ahveground Arens) 



SUPPLEMENT E 
<put 4) 

WALL-BY-WALL SHIELLUNG ANALYSIS 
0 

tBelowm~d hens) 
Survey No. BY - Date 
If- ROOF CONTRIBUTION 1 GROUND CONTRIWTION (Belowground) Ik 
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